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ABSTRACT  

 
The video surveillance systems have gained popularity since last few decades because 
of their use in the detection of unusual activities, surveillance, patrolling, and other 
scientific and engineering problems. Activity detection is an important component of 
video surveillance and involves tasks like recognition of humans, their activities with 
respect to their surroundings and the further analysis for any abnormality or 
suspicious behavior. 

This recognition can be done either manually or automatically with the help of 
computers. Though it is very easy for a human to analyze the video for suspicious 
activities, and this is the way which is in widespread use, the other way can be to do it 
automatically. Autonomous video surveillance requires automatic processing of video 
sequences.  

This work, therefore, proposes the approach to do the surveillance automatically. The 
detailed approach along with its advantages over other approaches has been discussed 
at length. The various constraints that have been taken into account are also 
elaborated. The design of the system takes input from the video frames taken at the 
place where we provide surveillance. The system does both the low-level processing, 
like motion detection and tracking, and also performs high level decision making jobs 
like unusual activity detection. This work, therefore, aims to translate the low-level 
input into a high-level semantically meaningful activity description. The three major 
components of the work include moving object detection, tracking and unusual 
activity detection. 

The approach in this dissertation is substantiated by taking two unusual activities, first 
is abandoning of bag by a person and the second is carrying of bag by a person. Only 
a single person is involved and outdoor background and static background is taken. 
The analysis is made on offline videos and no real-time detection or analysis is made. 
The development is done in C++ using OpenCV library on Linux platform. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and Problem Statement 

1.1 Introduction 

The job of video surveillance system is to analyze video sequences to detect unusual 

or abnormal activities. Activity detection a very crucial component of video 

surveillance systems for activity based analysis of surveillance videos. Detection of 

human activities uses computer vision techniques on video sequences to detect what a 

human is doing in his surrounding environment.  It is difficult to obtain activity 

information both quickly and accurately. Activity detection has great importance in 

many applications, particularly in the surveillance industry. Human activity detection 

is one of the complex tasks that human brain does effortlessly, but many difficulties 

arise when a computer system attempts to process the activity. The vast amounts of 

data in the video sequences often make it difficult to make decisions for a computer 

system [7]. 

 Recognition of human activities in video surveillance can be manual or automatic 

[11]. In manual video surveillance system, a human analyses the video content. Such 

types of systems are currently in widespread use. Autonomous video surveillance 

requires automatic processing of video sequences. The systems that perform simple 

motion detection are typical examples for such types. The system takes input from the 

video frames taken at the place where we provide surveillance. The system does both 

the low-level processing, like motion detection and tracking, and also performs high 

level decision making jobs like unusual activity detection [6]. 

 Humans perceive the video events as the high-level semantic concepts, when he 

observes the video sequence. But this is not the case with computer surveillance. The 

major challenge in video surveillance with computers is to translate the low-level 

input into a high-level semantically meaningful activity description [1]. Video event 

recognition attempts to fix the problem of reconciling this perception of video events 

with a computer surveillance system. 
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The present video surveillance systems mostly in use depend on human operators to 

analyze the content of video for any unusual activity. This method is not beneficial 

when the amount of data to analyze is large. Generally, analysis is done in this case 

only when some mishappening occurs. But the automatic approach to analyze and 

detect suspicious behavior will help to quickly and efficiently detect any such 

abnormal activity and may even provide warning before the occurrence of any big 

casualty. 

Such video surveillance  systems  require  reliable,  fast  and  robust  algorithms  for  

detection  of moving object, tracking and analysis of unusual activity [11]. This will 

be a lot more help to human operators whose job will be very simplified and they will 

just need to press the panic button in case of any emergency. The human operators 

will not need to go through every video frame for analysis. Furthermore, the reaction 

time is reduced significantly. 

The basic approach to automatic video surveillance involves three steps, detecting 

moving object, tracking and identifying of unusual activity. The first step of detecting 

moving object deals with segmentation of moving objects from stationary 

background. Temporal differencing, background subtraction, statistical methods, and 

optical flow are the commonly used techniques for object detection. Segmentation of 

object is difficult and involves significant problem because of dynamic environmental 

conditions such as illumination changes, waving tree branches in the wind and 

shadowing. So it needs to be a well robust and fast video surveillance system [13, 14]. 

Tracking is the next step in the video analysis, which can be simply defined as the 

temporal correspondence conception among detected moving objects from frame to 

frame. This procedure identifies temporal recognition of the segmented objects and 

generates cohesive information about the segmented objects in the surveillance area. 

The  tracking  step  output  is  generally  used  to  enhance  and  support  object  

motion segmentation,  features  extraction  of  object  and  higher  level  analysis  of  

unusual activity [16]. The final  step  is  to  recognize  the  unusual  activity  in  a  

video. These algorithms  output  can  be  used  for  assisting  the  human  operator  

with  high  level semantic data and this output can help him to make the more 

accurate decisions. 
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The final and the most prominent step in this system is to understand unusual 

activities in a video scene. It is a domain with scope for extensive research and has 

many promising applications. Thus, it attracts the attention of several researchers, 

commercial companies and institutions.  

The role of visual surveillance systems is very crucial in the circumstances where 

continuous patrolling is not possible by human guards like in nuclear reactors, 

international border patrolling, etc [7]. Requirement for video surveillance systems in 

public has application areas like shopping complexes, monitoring of parking lots, and 

banking or financial establishments. This brings arise the requirement of 

understanding the human activities and to make computer vision system able to 

construct a higher level semantic knowledge of the consequence appearing in a video 

scene [8]. Some scenarios are given below that might be handled by video 

surveillance systems [17]. 

Public and Commercial Security:  

1. Monitoring of banks, airports, museums, departmental stores, stations, parking 

lots and private properties for crime prevention and detection.  

2. Patrolling of highways for accident detection.  

3. Access control.  

4. Surveillance of forests and properties for fire detection. 

Smart Video Data Mining:  

1. Extracting statistics from sport activities.  

2. Compiling consumer demographics in amusement parks and shopping centers.  

3. Logging routine maintenance tasks at industrial and nuclear facilities.  

4. Counting endangered species.  

Military Security:  

1. Patrolling of national borders.  

2. Monitoring peace treaties.  

The utilization of object detection, object tracking and activity detection algorithms 

are not restricted to video surveillance systems only. Other application domains also 

get benefits from the advanced research on these algorithms. Some areas are virtual 
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reality, human machine interface, video compression, video editing and multimedia 

databases and augmented reality [9, 11]. 

Thus, we can visualize how important and useful this automated surveillance system 

can be at personal, commercial and business level. The benefits can be far and wide 

and can have major implications on how we manage our security and surveillance 

systems. 

 

1.2 Problem Definition and Scope 

Understanding unusual activities in a video scene is a challenging scientific problem. 

Some unusual activities are specified in previous section. In this dissertation we 

define two unusual activities, first is abandoned the bag by a person and second one is 

carried the bag by a person. Only one person is involved in the unusual activity in our 

scenario and we take static background in the outdoor videos. We use OpenCV library 

in C++ language on the Linux platform. 

This dissertation presents a video surveillance system in which analysis is done on 

offline videos. The approach used in this work uses three components, viz., detecting 

moving objects, tracking those objects, and then finally to detect the unusual 

activities. We should note that this is not real-time analysis and only offline videos 

can be analyzed using this system. In the system that we are going to present, adaptive 

background subtraction models are used for the detection of moving objects [13]. In 

background subtraction, each pixel comprises a Gaussian mixture and an online 

approximation is used for further updating the model. Based on the variance and mean 

of each of the Gaussian in the mixture, the Gaussians which correspond to 

background are determined [12]. On observing, the pixels whose values do not match 

the background distributions are considered as foreground until there is a Gaussian 

that concludes them with consistent and sufficient evidence supporting them as 

comprising background pixels [14]. This background method consists of two significant 

parameters α, which is the learning constant and ρ, which denotes the proportion of data 

that should be maintained for the background [15]. A foreground weight parameter is 

added for each single Gaussian model, and this parameter is used with background 

weight parameter to construct the energy function. A relatively stationary background 
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is assumed and adaptive threshold for each pixel is used assuming that noise at each 

pixel is time varying [1]. 

After segmentation pixels of the moving object from the static background scene, the 

tracking algorithm is used to track the detected moving objects in successive video 

frames with the correspondence based matching scheme. It also handles the occlusion 

cases in which some object might be occluded by some other object [16]. It uses 2-

Dimensional object features such as centroid of the object, its size and position to 

match corresponding objects frame by frame. The tracking algorithm of the object 

does not distinguish between objects that mean the algorithm deals equally with both 

person and nonperson, like a human or bag [1]. The stationary object detection is 

performed by recognizing the trajectory of each blob and analyzing it. 

The final stage of this system is the detection of the unusual activity which is the 

abandoning of bag or carrying of it. The process first searches for the abandoned or 

carried bag objects, measuring the likelihood to find the bag [5, 40]. Finally, once the 

bag and person has been detected, it checks for the unusual activity. The activity 

recognition algorithm incorporated here is Bayesian framework analysis [6]. 

 

1.3 Motivation 

Our motivation is to present a surveillance system with detection of moving object, 

tracking, and activity detection capabilities. This surveillance system will be helpful 

in surveillance as well as other areas as has been mentioned in the introduction 

section. So it will be a great help for the people who now have to analyze all the video 

frames for surveillance. They will now just have to report the suspicious events as and 

when they are identified through this system. The only thing we should notice is that 

this system works on pre-stored offline videos and is not able to analyze video frames 

feeded to it in real-time. So removing this constraint can be one of the future step of 

this work. 
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1.4 Organization of the Thesis 

The organization of the rest of this thesis is as follows. In chapter 2, we present a brief 

literature survey in background subtraction, tracking and detection of unusual activity 

for video surveillance applications. We explore our methods for moving object 

detection with background subtraction, object tracking and the unusual activity 

detection in chapter 3. Experimental results and summary are supplemented in chapter 

4. Conclusion and future work are discussed in chapter 5 and references are given in 

chapter 6. 

 

1.5 Summary 

In this introductory chapter, we have discussed what video surveillance system is and 

why we need it. We also discussed why the automated approach of surveillance is at 

par with the manual analysis of videos for the same purpose. We then discussed a 

broad outline of our approach and the various components that are part of this 

approach. Then we elaborated on the scope of this work and the various constraints on 

this system. We also mention the motivation for pursuing this dissertation and also the 

various application areas where this work finds abundant use. The organization of this 

dissertation is discussed in the end. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

A number of literature surveys have been done about object detection, classification, 

tracking and activity analysis in the video surveillance. We present the survey, which 

deals only those works that are related to the same context as our thesis study. 

However, for comprehensive study about computer vision, we also present brief 

information about some techniques and approaches which are used in similar tasks 

that are not used in our study. 

A generic video surveillance framework is shown in Fig. 2.1 [8, 19, 21]. Although, 

some process steps demand exchange of information with some other steps, this 

framework causes a good structure for the discussion. 

 

Figure 2.1: Generic Video Surveillance Framework 

 

2.1 Background Subtraction 

An application has different needs that are related to video processing, thus requiring 

different approaches. However moving objects are present in every application. Thus, 

detecting the moving regions, such as vehicles and people, is the first basic step of 

every computer vision system. Moving objects are the focus of attention and their 

analysis is required in subsequent steps [11]. The reliable process for detecting 

moving objects is difficult due to sudden illumination, repetitive motions, cluttering 
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and occlusion [14]. Temporal differencing, optical flow, and statistical methods are 

the frequently used techniques for foreground background segmentation [23]. We 

elaborate on these techniques below. 

2.1.1 Temporal Differencing 

Temporal differencing uses the difference of pixel to pixel in consecutive frames in 

order to detect the moving object region [23]. This method is highly sensitive to 

dynamic scene changes. It generally fails to detect all the pixels relevant to an object 

in dynamic conditions [1]. This method also fails in detecting the stopped objects in a 

scene. A two frame differencing approach is discussed in [15] where pixels at a 

location are marked as foreground pixels if equation (2.1) is satisfied. 

|����, �� − ��
���, ��| >     (2.1) 

Where ζ is the predefined threshold, It the current image and It-1 is the previous image. 

If the difference of pixels is above the threshold value then those pixels are classified 

as foreground. Three frame differencing techniques can be used to overcome the 

shortcoming of two frame differencing [12]. 

2.1.2 Optical Flow 

Optical flow methods use the flow vectors of movement of objects over time to detect 

moving object in a frame [7]. In optical flow most methods assume that color or 

intensity of a pixel is invariant along the displacement from one frame to another [11]. 

Optical flow provides a description of both the moving regions and the velocity of 

moving object. Computation of optical flow is complex due to noise and illumination 

changes and cannot be used without using specialized hardware for real time system 

[23]. 

2.1.3 Statistical Methods 

Statistical methods are more advanced methods that use the statistical characteristics 

of individual pixels to overcome the shortcomings of basic methods of background 

subtraction [7]. These statistical methods keep and dynamically update the statistics of 

pixels, which belong to background scene. The statistics of each pixel is compared to 
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statistics of the background model and the pixels that are different to background 

model are subsequently identified. In case of illumination changes, shadows and in 

scenes that contain noise, this approach is more reliable [23]. 

In  statistical  background  method,  each  pixel  is  modeled  with  its  minimum (Mm) 

and maximum (Mn) intensity values and observe maximum intensity difference (D) 

between any consecutive frames during initial training time where frame contains no 

moving objects [22]. In the current frame a pixel is identified as foreground if it 

satisfies the equation (2.2). 

|����, �� − ����, ��| > ���, �� 
Or         (2.2) 

|����, �� − ����, ��| > ���, �� 

After detecting the foreground pixels, some post processing morphological operations 

such as dilation, erosion, and closing are used to enhance the detected regions and 

reduce the effects of noise. Also, connected component labeling is applied to 

eliminate the small-sized regions [12]. The statistics of the background pixels are 

updated with new image data which do not belong to the moving regions of current 

image. 

An adaptive background mixture model for background subtraction is another 

example of statistical methods that was discussed in [13]. In their description, each 

pixel is separately modeled by a Gaussian mixture which are updated online by 

incoming pixel data. In order to detect a foreground or background pixel, evaluate the 

Gaussian distributions of mixture model for that pixel [13]. We describe this model in 

detail as we used it in our system. 

2.1.4 Shadow and Light Change Detection 

The above algorithms for background subtraction have been used for video 

surveillance and perform well in indoor and outdoor environments. However, most of 

these algorithms are suspicious to both global illumination changes like sun being 

covered by clouds and local like shadows and highlights [15]. Motion detection 

methods fail as they consider shadows as foreground in foreground segmentation 

causing higher levels such as object tracking to perform inaccurately [14]. In the 
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literature, the proposed methods use either chromaticity or stereo information to 

remove shadows and handle with sudden light changes [13]. 

A motion detection and shadow detection method is discussed in [15]. In this paper 

every pixel is classified by the color model that discriminates brightness from the 

chromaticity component. Distortion of brightness and chromatic information between 

the background and current image pixels is used to classify the pixel into different 

categories (e.g. background, shadow, moving foreground object and highlighted 

background). T. Horprasert et al. in [37] described the approach that uses gradient 

information and chromatic information to handle shadows. They used the observation 

that an area that comes into shadow gives results that have significant changes in 

intensity rather than much change in chromaticity. 

Two heuristics are used in literature for shadow detection scheme:  

(a) Change in reduction rate of intensity reduces smoothly between neighboring 

pixels,   

(b) Intensity values of shadow region pixels are as compared to the background pixels 

[12]. 

 

2.2 Object Tracking 

Tracking is a difficult and significant problem that comes into interest among 

researchers of computer vision. The objective of tracking is to establish the 

correspondence of objects in the consecutive frames of video [24]. Tracking is the 

significant task for most of the video surveillance systems since it provides cohesive 

temporal information about moving regions which are used to enhance lower level 

processing results such as motion segmentation and also used to enable higher level 

data processing such as activity recognition [16]. 

In congested situations tracking has been a difficult process to apply due to inaccurate 

objects segmentation. Occlusion of objects, shadows, and stationary items in the scene 

are the common problems for erroneous segmentation. Thus, coping with occlusions 

and dealing with shadows at motion detection is important for robust tracking at 

segmentation level and tracking level [18]. 
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Object tracking in video scene can be categorized according to the applications 

requirements. There are two common approaches for tracking object as a whole [17], 

one is based on position prediction or motion estimation and the other one uses 

correspondence matching [21]. The methods that track the human body parts employ 

model based approach to locate and track the body parts. 

Number of views is also considered in tracking; there are single-view and multiple-

view tracking [24]. Tracking can also be grouped according to criteria such as 

dimension of tracking space, tracking environment, the sensor’s multiplicity 

(monocular vs. stereo), and the camera’s state (moving vs. stationary), etc. Different 

tracking methods are summarized as follows. 

2.2.1 Model-Based Tracking 

The geometric structure of human can be detected as stick figure, 2-Dimention 

contour or volumetric model [11]. We describe each of these in detail below. 

2.2.1.1 Stick Figure 

Human motion is represented by the movements of the limbs, torso, and head, so the 

stick-figure representation uses the human body as the combination of line segments 

that are linked by joints [23]. The stick figure is analyzed in various ways, e.g., 

distance transforms or by means of median axis transform. 

The motion of joints provides the way to estimate and recognize the whole figure. 

Meghna Singh et al. [36] represented structure of human body in the silhouette 

through a stick figure, which articulates ten sticks with six joints. In addition, angle 

constraints and prediction of each joint were added to reduce the complexity of 

matching process. This kind of representation of the human body is also used by Feng 

Niu et al. [9] to build a hierarchical model of human motions using Hidden Markov 

Models which recognizes view-independent tracking in monocular video sequences. 

2.2.1.2 2-D Contour 

This type of human body representation is directly relevant to the projection of human 

body in the image plane. In such representation, human body segments are 

correspondent to 2-D ribbons [21]. 
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A cardboard people model has been proposed in [17]. In this method, a set of 

connected planar patches limbs of human body. The parameterized object motion of 

these patches was used for the analysis of articulated motion of the human limbs. 

In Nizar Zarka et al. [18] work, the subject’s outline was figured as the edge regions 

represented by 2-D ribbons and these were U-shaped edge segments. It is easy to 

extract a silhouette or contour from the image. Robert Bodor et.al [19] used the 

spatial-temporal pattern based upon 2-D contour representation in XYT space to track 

and analyze the walking figures. They first recognized the characteristic pattern 

represented by the lower limbs of a human while walking, and then located the 

projection of head movements in the spatio-temporal domain, followed by the other 

joint trajectories [19]. 

2.2.1.3 Volumetric Models 

2-D models have some disadvantages because of its restriction to the angle of camera. 

So many researchers are trying to find the geometric structure of human in more 

details with the help of 3-D models such as spheres, elliptical cylinders, and cones, etc 

[16]. 3-D volumetric models are more complex, they require more parameters in order 

to expect the better results and during the matching process 3-D models lead to more 

expensive computation [18]. 

Tao Gao et al. [21] used the correspondence between 3-D body model of elliptical 

cones and real image sequence. Based on iterative Kalman filtering, the information 

of both edge and region is used to determine the orientations to the camera and 

degrees of freedom of joints [11]. Kalman filter is a state estimation model based on 

Gaussian distribution. It is restricted to conditions where probability distribution of 

state parameters is unimodal. It is inadequate in dealing with multi-modal 

distributions in the presence of cluttered background, occlusion, resembling the 

tracked objects, etc. 

2.2.2 Region-Based Tracking 

In region-based tracking the approach is to identify a connected object moving region. 

Today it is being used widely. This approach explains the use of blob features to track 

the human [4]. In this approach, a human body is considered as a combination of 
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blobs describing various body parts such as limbs, torso, and head. Then both human 

body and background image are modeled with Gaussian distributions. Javier Varona 

et al. [3] proposed a background subtraction method that combined gradient 

information and color to effectively handle shadows in segmentation of a moving 

object. Then tracking process is performed at various abstraction levels: regions, and 

people, etc. Each region has a bounding box that can merge and split. 

The region-based tracking method runs reasonably well. However, in some situations 

difficulties arise. In the case of shadows, it may result in merging with blobs 

associated with people [4]. Shadows may be removed with the help of the fact that 

pixels of shadow regions tend to have a lesser extent of texture. Congested situations 

is the another problem for video tracking [18, 19]. People, under these conditions, 

partially occlude each another instead of being separated from each other. So task of 

segmenting an individual human becomes difficult. The solution to this problem 

requires multiple camera tracking system. 

2.2.3 Active Contour Based Tracking 

Active contour models based tracking directly extracts the shape of objects. The idea 

is to represent the bounding contour of the objects and dynamically update it over 

time. Liang Wang et al. [22] discussed a variation framework for detecting and 

tracking moving objects in a video. In a statistical framework, the observed frame 

difference density function was estimated using a mixture model and it was used to 

produce the initial motion detection boundary. Then detection and tracking problems 

were recognized in a common framework that applied an active contour objective 

function [21]. Complex curves could be detected and tracked using the level set 

formulation scheme, while topological changes for evolving curves were naturally 

dealt. 

The advantage in the region-based tracking approach is to have an active contour 

based representation to reduce the computational complexity but it needs a good 

initial fit [7, 22]. In the presence of partial occlusion one could keep tracking if 

somehow one could initialize an individual contour for each moving object region. 

But it is quite difficult to initialize, especially in the case of complex objects. 
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2.2.4 Feature-Based Tracking 

In feature-based tracking, distinguishable points or lines on the objects are used as 

sub-features to realize the tracking task. The advantage is that some of the sub-

features of tracked object remain visible even in the case of partial occlusion. Feature 

extraction and feature matching are included in Feature-based tracking approach [22]. 

It is easier to extract the low-level features such as points but higher-level features 

such as blobs and lines are relatively difficult to track. So, there is usually a trade-off 

between tracking efficiency and feature complexity. 

Jiang Dan and Yu Yuan used the point-feature tracking in their work [38]. They 

selected the center of mass as feature point of a person for tracking, who was bounded 

by a rectangular box. Even if occlusion happened between two objects during 

tracking, as long as velocity of center of mass could be estimated effectively, tracking 

was successful. 

The use of multiple cameras is one of the tracking aspects and has been actively 

researched. Multi camera tracking is very useful for improving results by reducing 

handling occlusions, ambiguity, etc. A multivariate Gaussian model uses to match the 

human objects in consecutive frames taken by cameras at various locations, and also 

discusses the automatic switching between neighboring cameras [6]. For multiple 

cameras based tracking systems, one need to decide which camera is being used at 

which time instant. For a successful multi-cameras tracking system, it is a crucial 

problem how to handle the selection and data fusion between cameras [22]. 

 

2.3 Activity Recognition 

After successfully tracking the moving objects from one frame to another in a video, 

the problem of recognizing an event from image sequences follows naturally. Activity 

recognition involves action recognition and description [7]. Activity recognition can 

guide the development of many human motion analysis systems. It is the most 

important area of future research in motion analysis. 

Activity recognition is to analyze the human motion patterns, and give high level 

description of actions. It may be viewed as classification problem of time varying 
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data, i.e., matching an unknown sequence with labeled reference sequences to 

represent an event [32, 41]. The basic problem of activity detection is how to learn the 

reference action sequences, and how to effectively interpret events. The activity 

recognition algorithm assumes that the shape of each type of object is known [5]. The 

basic types of objects include human, vehicle and carried objects. This information is 

either provided by the detection or tracking methods or specified by system users [1]. 

All these are the hard problems and have received attention from researchers. 

2.3.1 Dynamic Time Warping 

In Dynamic time warping technique, a non-linear warping function is computed that 

aligns two variable length time sequences [22]. To finds the similarity between two 

time series the warping function can be used. DTW is the template based dynamic 

programming matching technique, used widely for speech recognition. It has the 

benefit of conceptual simplicity, and used in the patterns matching of human 

movement. But this approach uses the techniques that are specific to a certain 

application domain. So applying these techniques to other areas raises difficulties 

[11]. 

2.3.2 Finite State Machines 

Finite State Machines (FSM) [1], or Finite State Automata, is formalism useful for 

representing the temporal aspects of video events. A state transition diagram is used 

with start and accepts states for recognition of processes. Finite State Machines are 

deterministic models and produce computationally efficient solution to analyze the 

occurrences of an event. The FSM model analyzes the sequential aspects of video 

events, and it is a simple model that learns from training data [24]. 

In FSMs model, the single-thread events are formed by a sequence of states. FSM 

event models are utilized in event domains and include aerial surveillance, hand 

gestures [11], and single actor behavior. The inherent ability of FSM formalism is to 

capture sequences that allow it to be related with different abstractions including 

object-based abstraction and pixel-based [24]. FSMs are an important tool in event 

understanding because of their easiness, pedagogy and ability to model temporal 

sequence. Extensions of FSM have been proposed for capturing the hierarchical 
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properties of video event [23]. The probabilities into the FSM framework have been 

introduced to address the uncertainty in video events. It should be noted that in the 

area of the event understanding the terms “probabilistic FSMs” and “HMMs” are 

interchangeably used. The main distinction is that HMMs assume a hidden state 

variable while FSMs assume a fully observable state [9]. 

2.3.3 Bayesian Networks 

In order to deal with uncertainty of observations and recognition of video events, 

Bayesian Networks event models have been proposed to utilize the probability as a 

mechanism for dealing with uncertainty [5, 36]. Bayesian Networks (BN) (also 

known as independence diagrams, Bayesian Belief networks, or probabilistic 

networks) are a class of directed acyclic graph models. Nodes in Bayesian Networks 

indicate the random variables which may be continuous (described by parametric 

distribution) or discrete (finite set of states) [20]. Structure of the graph is used to 

represent the conditional independence between these variables. The structure of 

Bayesian Networks allows use of the joint probability over all variables with few 

parameters, and using the notion of conditional independence [3]. 

The joint probability causes known values to be used by any node in the Bayesian 

Network. Often Bayesian network event models represent the event as a hidden or 

unknown variable and the observations as known variables [5]. The parameters 

(conditional and prior probabilities) and structure (nodes and arcs) of Bayesian 

Network are used to represent the distribution of unknown variables given the values 

of known variables [36]. 

Bayesian Networks do not have an inherent capacity for classifying temporal 

composition of the video events. Choosing abstraction schemes and single frame 

classification are the solutions to this problem. Bayesian Networks have been used to 

recognize events such as indoor surveillance and aerial surveillance. More complex 

Bayesian Networks have been used to recognize events such as American football 

plays and parking lot surveillance [33]. 

Bayesian network is a graphical model that handles complex conditional 

dependencies on the set of random variables that are modeled as conditional 
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probability densities [11]. Bayesian network has also been used to recognize activities 

using the contextual information of the involved objects. Bayesian networks are more 

general than HMMs by considering conditional dependencies between random 

variables; the temporal model is used as Markovian in the case of HMMs [30]. 

2.3.4 Hidden Markov Model 

Hidden Markov Models are a class of directed graph models extended to the temporal 

evolution of the state. One variable represents the hidden state and other variable 

represents the observation state with a single time slice [10]. Evolution of the process 

is estimated by time slices described by the model over time. This structure represents 

a model where observations are dependant only on current state and current state is 

only dependent on the state at the previous time slice e.g. Markov assumption [30]. 

HMMs have two stages, one is training and the other is classification. In the training 

stage, number of states of HMM must be specified and corresponding states 

transformation and outcome probabilities should be optimized in order to generate the 

symbols that correspond to the observed image features. In the classification stage, the 

probability to generate the test symbol sequence by a particular HMM is computed, 

that is, corresponding to the observed image features [9]. HMMs are better than DTW 

in processing unsegmented data, and therefore, extensively applied to the matching of 

motion patterns. 

A number of works in literature using this approach are in the event domains of single 

person actions (e.g. “jumping ", " walking ", etc) [22], sign language and gesture 

recognition, and tennis stroke recognition. The events recognized by this approach are 

generally of few seconds in length. These approaches are generally dependant on 

acceptable segmentation of the video sequences into event clips. That is, before 

classifying the event into a given video sequence, a clip is given that is known to 

contain an event (only one event). 

2.3.5 Conditional Random Fields 

One drawback of HMMs in particular, is their dependence on availability of a prior 

observation and this prior observation is not always known so it is frequently 

estimated using assumptions that will need efficient computation, such as dependence 
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or independence between the observations, given the state [11]. This is often an 

invalid assumption in the domain of video events. The conditional distribution is 

modeled effectively in a discriminative statistical framework and there is no 

requirement for such restrictive assumptions. 

Conditional Random Fields are undirected graphical models, which generalize the 

HMM by putting the feature functions corresponding to the global observation in 

place of the transition probabilities [23]. These functions may be arbitrarily set in any 

number. Existing known problems for HMMs of observation and evaluation can be 

extended to CRFs. CRF parameters can be learned using convex optimization 

methods (e.g. conjugate gradient descent). 

In event modeling, for similar event recognition tasks CRFs have been shown better 

performance than HMMs. This has the ability to choose arbitrarily dependent 

abstraction scheme. Furthermore, in CRFs, unlike in HMMs, abstraction features 

based selections are not only limited to the current observation but also consider other 

combinations of past and future observations [11]. CRF models have a major 

disadvantage of their parameter learning time in comparison to HMMs. CRFs are 

recently popular event models that can straightforward apply to those cases where 

HMMs had been applied before and CRFs achieve better event recognition results. 

The tradeoff in this approach is a significantly longer training time [12]. 

 

2.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the literature work in background subtraction, object tracking, and 

activity recognition has been discussed. Regarding background subtraction, we 

discussed about the frequently used techniques - temporal differencing, optical flow, 

and statistical methods. In tracking, we discussed model based tracking, region based 

tracking, active contour based tracking and features based tracking. Finally we end the 

chapter with activity recognition, where we discussed dynamic time wrapping, finite 

state machines, Bayesian networks, Hidden Markov Models and conditional random 

fields. 
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Chapter 3 

Proposed Approach 

The overview of object detection, object features extraction, tracking and activity 

detection system is shown in figure 3.1. The proposed approach of whole system 

makes use of the observation discussed in [23, 41]. This system is able to distinguish 

moving and stopped foreground objects from static background scene, track the 

objects and detect the unusual activity. In this chapter we describe the computational 

models applied in this system to achieve the goals specified above. 

The computational complexity and the constant factors of the algorithms are 

important for video surveillance system. The selected algorithms for various problems 

in computer vision are affected by computational run time performance and their 

quality. Furthermore, our system uses the stationary camera. We initialize the system 

by giving the video imagery from a static camera where surveillance is provided. 

Methods are able to work on color video imagery. 

The first step is to separate foreground objects from stationary background. We use an 

adaptive background subtraction method and post-processing methods to make a 

foreground pixel representation at every frame. We then do the grouping of connected 

regions in the foreground pixel map and object features such as bounding box and 

center of mass are calculated [35]. 

Tracking is next step after background subtraction. An object level tracking algorithm 

is used in our video surveillance system. We don’t track the object parts such as limbs 

of human, but track the object as a whole from frame to frame [24]. 

Final step is the unusual activity (abandoned/carried object such as bag) detection. 

This system uses a single camera view and unusual activity is detected using the 

background subtraction and object tracking result. 
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3.1 Background Subtraction 

Detecting foreground objects from stationary background scene is both a difficult and 

significant research problem. The first step is to detect the foreground objects for 

almost all the visual surveillance systems. It creates a focus of attention for later 

processing steps such as tracking and activity detection and reduces computational 

time since only pixels need to be dealt that belong to foreground objects [26]. 

Dynamic scene changes such as light reflectance, shadows, sudden illumination 

variations, and camera noise make reliable object detection difficult. Hence, object 

detection step need necessary attention to make robust, fast, and reliable visual 

surveillance system. 

 

Figure 3.1: System Block Diagram [23, 41] 

Our method depends on a three stage process to extract foreground objects from the 

video imagery [29]. The first step is to initialize the background scene. There are 
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various techniques in the literature that are used to model the background scene. In 

order to evaluate the quality and compare run-time performance of different 

background scene models for object detection, we compared temporal differencing, 

OpenCV Gaussian mixture model and our Gaussian mixture model. The foreground 

detection related parts of the system is compared and our Gaussian mixture model is 

combined with other modules to let the whole detection system work flexibly. 

Next step in the Background subtraction method is to update the foreground object 

pixels by using the background model and current image from the video [27, 30]. This 

process depends on the background model in use and used it to update the background 

model to obviate to dynamic scene changes. The detected foreground pixel contains 

noise due to environmental effects or camera noise. To remove the noise in the 

foreground pixels perform the pixel-level post-processing operations. 

Once we get the foreground pixels, connected component algorithm is used to find the 

connected regions and objects bounding rectangles are calculated in the next step. 

Due to defects in foreground segmentation process the labeled regions may be disjoint 

[33]. Hence, it is experimentally required to be effective to merge those isolated 

regions. Also, due to environmental noise some relatively small regions are 

eliminated in the pixel-level post-processing step. Area and the center of mass of the 

regions corresponding to objects are the extracted object features from current video 

image by using the foreground pixel map. 

We use a combination of background subtraction model and pixel level post-

processing methods to create a foreground pixel distribution map and extract object 

features in every video frame. Initialization and update are the two distinct stages of 

background models process [28]. In following sections, the initialization and update 

mechanisms of foreground region detection methods are described which are tested 

on our system. The comparison of computational run-time and qualities of these 

models for detecting foreground objects are given in section. 

3.1.1 Adaptive Gaussian Mixture Model 

Gaussian mixture model can robustly deal with slowly moving objects, lighting 

changes, clutter, and removing or introducing objects from the scene. The previous 
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model was unimodal background model that could not handle light change, image 

acquisition noise, and multiple surfaces noise at the same time. But Gaussian mixture 

model uses the mixture of probability distribution to represent each pixel in the 

model. GMM has these promising features, so we implemented and integrated GMM 

model in our visual surveillance system [26]. 

The basic idea is to define a detected region and segment the pixels of interest. It is 

necessary that color attribute of each pixel is modeled through an adaptive mixture of 

Gaussian distributions of an image sequence [32]. For each new captured observation, 

the mixture of Gaussian distribution model is updated and reduces the influence of 

past observations and allowing the model adaptation corresponding to a gradual 

variation of illumination. The Gaussian distributions model represents both 

foreground and background. It is necessary to describe the distribution of pixels 

subset to represent the background model. At each observation, the subset definition 

updates according to the associated mean and weight of every distribution 

representing the frequency that distribution better modeled the pixel. 

In GMM the values on observing each pixel (e.g. vectors for color values and scalars 

for gray values) over time is modeled as a pixel procedure and the recent history of 

individual pixel {X1, . . . , Xt} comprises the mixture of K Gaussian distributions [31]. 

The probability of finding the current background pixel value is computed using 

equation (3.1) [12]. 

�����,�����,�, … , ���,�
�� = ∑ ��,� × �����,� ,  ��,� , Σ�,�"�#� �  (3.1) 

Where K is the number of Gaussian distribution, ωj,t is an estimation of the weight of 

the jth Gaussian of the mixture at time, µj,t is the mean value and Σj,t is the 

corresponding covariance matrix and η is a Gaussian probability density function that 

is computed in equation (3.2) given in [13]. 

�����,� ,  ��,� , Σ�,�� = �
$%& '⁄ �)*,+�, '⁄ -
,

'�./�*,+
0//�*,+�1)*,+2,�./�*,+
0//�*,+�  (3.2) 

Where n is the n-dimensional from vector X j,t. In this case, n = 3 because we adopt 

RGB color space and K depends on computational power and available memory, 

normally range is 3-5 [13]. 
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Color is an important factor to describe objects. In order to find the probability 

distribution of color characteristics, we assume different color channels are 

independent from each other [11], so variation matrix is defined as in equation (3.3) 

[13, 15]. 

3�,� 			= 			
�5�,�$ �6 0 0
0 �5�,�$ �8 0
0 0 �5�,�$ �9

                                      (3.3) 

Where (5�,�$ )R, (5�,�$ )G
 and (5�,�$ )B

  are the RGB channel variances. 

Every time when a new pixel Xj,t is observed it is checked against the already existing 

K distributions. A match is defined as in equation 3.4 [15]. 

���,�: −	 �,�: � 			≤ 			2.5 ∗ 	5�,�:     (3.4) 

Where @ denotes R and B, respectively. If a match is found for some distribution, 

then eq. 6 is updated. If no distribution is matched among the existing K distributions 

then replace the least probability distribution with the new distribution using the 

mean, weight and variance of the current pixel Xj,t, the initial high variance and low 

weight, respectively [42]. The least probable distribution is finding out by the lowest 

� 5⁄  value. The prior weights of K distributions at time t, ωk,t are updated as the 

equation 3.5 given in [28]. 

��,� 	= �1 − 	B���,�
� + 	B�D�,��     (3.5) 

Where α is the learning rate having the values between 0 to 1 and speed at which 

distribution parameters change depends on time constant 1 BE . 

D�,� is 1 if match is found and 0 for the remaining values.  ��,�
� and B�,�
� are 

parameters for unmatched distributions that contain the same value and the 

parameters that match the new distribution are updated using equation 3.6 – 3.10 

given in [26]. 

 ��,� = �1 − 	F� ��,�
� + 	F	��,�      (3.6) 

5�,�$	6 = �1 − 	F�	5�,�
�$	6 + 	F�G�,� −	 �,�
�6 �$   (3.7) 
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5�,�$	8 = �1 − 	F�	5�,�
�$	8 + 	F�H�,� −	 �,�
�8 �$   (3.8) 

5�,�$	6 = �1 − 	F�	5�,�
�$	6 + 	F�G�,� −	 �,�
�6 �$   (3.9) 

F = 	B ∗ 	�����,� ,  ��,�
�, 5�,�
��    (3.10) 

Where, parameter ρ is the second learning rate. 

The Gaussian parameters must be adjusted when a match is found within the existent 

K Gaussian distributions [36]. The weights (ω) of all Gaussian distributions must be 

adjusted and the standard deviation (σ) and the mean (µ) are updated for the matched 

Gaussians, while unmatched Gaussians remain same [15]. Update the weights, 

deviations and means using the equations (3.6) to (3.9) and ρ is calculated using 

equation (3.10). 

After every updating operation, the K distribution are ordered by the value of � 5⁄ , 

and the most likely background distribution is always on the top of the K distribution 

then chose the first R distribution as the real background using equation (3.11). 

G = IJKLmin	�Σ�#�L �� > P�    (3.11) 

Where threshold T is the minimum fraction of background model or it is defined as 

the minimum prior probability of background to be in the image scene [3]. 

In order to get the faster adaptation of mean and the variance value, we just cut off the 

η component from the ρ definition. The purpose of updating the parameters in time is 

that σ will have a larger value than the proposed values in many literatures [26]. If any 

object moves suddenly than it will be detected using former learning rate while with 

the larger σ value the true background will get the dominant place. To make the 

background subtraction more efficient cut off the η value that save the time and space 

[13]. Then there is no requirement to store the value �����,� ,  ��,� , Σ�,��. Record the K 

distributions by the value ��,� instead of � 5⁄ , thus the computational load will be 

less. After this reduction the parameters that must be computed and stored are mean 

value vector  = � 6 ,  8 ,  9� and variance vector  5 = �56 , 58 , 59� and weight ��,� 

of each model [12]. But three additional parameters ρ, η, � 5⁄  must be calculated and 

stored in original GMM. Therefore, computational load will be higher in original 
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GMM. Thus performance of our method is more efficient than original GMM. Figure 

3.2(a) shows the video image and background subtraction result is shown in figure 

3.2(b). 

 

Figure 3.2: Results of Background Subtraction 

(a) Video Image (b) Image after Background Subtraction 

3.1.2 Temporal Differencing 

Temporal differencing makes use of the difference of the pixel to pixel between two 

or three consecutive frames in a video to extract moving regions. It is an extremely 

sensitive method to dynamic scene changes. It fails to extract all the relevant pixels of 

the foreground objects especially when the object moves slowly or has the uniform 

texture [14]. When any foreground object stops moving in video scene, temporal 

differencing method fails to detect the change between consecutive frames and loose 

the stopped object. Then it required special supportive algorithms to detect stopped 

objects. 

We preset a two consecutive frame temporal differencing method. Let ln(k) represents 

the intensity value of gray level at pixel position (k)and at time instance n of video 

frame sequence l which is in the range [0, 255]. In a two frame temporal differencing 

method, a moving pixel satisfies the equation (3.12) given in [29]. 

|Q��R� −	 Q�
��R�| 	> 	 S��R�    (3.12) 

Where, S� is the pre-defined threshold. Hence, if any object has uniform colored 

regions then equation 3.14 fails to detect some pixels inside the region even if the 
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object moves in the video [41]. The per pixel threshold, is initially set to a pre defined 

value and later updated as equation (3.13). 

S�T��R� = 	 UBS� +	�1 − 	B��V ×	 |Q��R� −	 Q�
��R�|�,						R ∈ XH
S��R�,																																																																						R	 ∈ YHZ (3.13) 

Where B, V ∈ [0.0, 1.0] are the learning constants which determine the amount of 

information that is put to the background and threshold from the incoming image. If 

background pixels are considered as time series then background image is a weighted 

temporal average of incoming image sequences and threshold image is considered as 

a weighted temporal average of V times the difference of incoming image sequences 

and the background [6]. 

3.1.3 Pixel Level Post Processing 

The output of foreground detection algorithms we explained in background 

subtraction techniques generally contains noise and therefore it is not appropriate for 

further processing without post processing operations. In foreground detection there 

are several factors that cause the noise such as [20]: 

Camera noise: This noise is caused by the image acquisition components of camera. 

The intensity of an edge pixel between two different colored objects may be 

corresponding to one object’s color in one frame of video and in the next frame to the 

other’s color [37]. 

Reflectance noise: When some parts in the background scene reflect the light then 

foreground detection algorithm detect reflectance as foreground regions and it fails to 

detect the actual foreground object [15]. 

Shadow noise: Most of the foreground detection algorithms detect shadow as 

foreground that cast on objects. It makes the algorithm fails to detect actual 

foreground object accurately [20]. 

3.1.3.1 Shadow Elimination and Noise Removal 

Shadow detection as a foreground object creates confusion for next analysis phase. It 

is necessary to distinguish between objects and their shadows. The RGB colors 
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vectors of the pixel in shadow region have the same direction with a little deviation to 

the same color vector of corresponding background pixels and the brightness value of 

the shadow pixel is less than the brightness of the corresponding background pixels 

[5]. In order to define this, let Ik represent the RGB colors of current image pixel at 

position, and represent the colors of corresponding background pixel. Furthermore, let 

Îk represent the vector that starts at origin O(0,0,0) and end at point Ik, let kB̂  is the 

vector for the corresponding background pixel Bk and let dk represent the dot product 

(.) between Îk and kB̂ . Figure 2 shows these points and vectors in RGB colors space. 

This approach of shadow removal makes use of the observation discussed in [13, 37]. 

This shadow detection scheme classifies a pixel as shadow that is the part of the 

detected foreground if it satisfies the conditions specified in equations (3.14) and 

(3.15) given in [37]. 

]^� =	 _̀a
‖_̀a‖ 	 ∙ 	

9da
‖9da‖e < 	S	     (3.14) 

g�̀�g < 	gXd�g                            (3.15) 

 

Figure 3.3: RGB vectors of current image pixel, �̀� and corresponding background 

pixel, Xd�. 

Where τ is a predefined threshold that is close to 1. Dot product is used to check 

whether �̀� and Xd�. have same direction or not and if the dot product (dk) of 

normalized �̀� and Xd� is close to 1, this implies that both vectors are in same direction 

with little amount of deviation [28]. 
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In order to remove noise, morphological operations dilation and erosion are applied to 

the foreground pixel map. Our aim is to apply these operations to remove noisy 

foreground pixels, which do not correspond to actual foreground region and to 

remove the noisy background pixels inside or near the actual foreground region. 

Erosion removes one unit thick boundary pixels from foreground regions and dilation 

is the reverse of erosion that expands the boundaries of foreground region with one 

unit thick pixels [9]. The difficulty in applying these morphological operations is to 

decide the amount and order of these operations. The amount these operations affects 

the quality and the computational complexity and the order affects the quality of noise 

removal. 

3.1.3.2 Detecting Connected Regions 

After detecting foreground objects and applying the post processing operations to 

remove shadow and noise, the filtered foreground pixels are grouped into the 

connected components (blobs) by using a two level connected component algorithm 

[4]. After finding the individual blobs, which correspond to objects, calculate the 

bounding box of these regions. 

3.1.3.3 Region Level Post-Processing 

Some small regions remain as noise due to inaccurate object segmentation after 

removing the pixel level noise. To eliminate this type of noise, the average region size 

is calculated in terms of pixels for each frame. Regions that have smaller size than the 

fraction of average region size are eliminated from the foreground pixels map [41]. 

Some objects parts are found as disjointed from the primary body due to segmentation 

errors. In order to correct this shortcoming, bounding boxes of regions are merged 

together that are close to each other. Figure 3.4 shows the result of shadow 

elimination and morphological operation. 
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Figure3.4: Result of pixel level post processing 

3.1.3.4 Extracting Object Features 

After segmentation of foreground regions, we extract the features of corresponding 

objects from the current image scene. These features are the size (Si) and center of 

mass (Ce) of the object. In order to estimate the size of the object we just calculate the 

number of pixels of foreground contained in the bounding box and to calculate the 

center of mass Ce = (xCe, yCe) of an object  O, use the equation (3.16) given in [6]. 

�hi =	∑ :jaj
� ,								�hi =	∑ kjaj

� 	 	 	 	 �3.16�	

Where k is the number of pixels in object O. 

	
3.2 Object Tracking 

The objective of object tracking is to construct a correspondence between objects in 

consecutive frames. Detection of objects for tracking in frame by frame is a 

significant and difficult problem. It is a crucial part for video surveillance system 

since without tracking the object, the system could not extract the cohesive temporal 

information about objects and further higher level event analysis steps would be 

difficult [17, 38]. On the other hand, inaccurate segmentation of foreground objects 

due to occlusions, shadow, and reflectance makes tracking a difficult and active 

research problem. 
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An object level tracking algorithm is used in our video surveillance system. We don’t 

track the object parts such as limbs of human, but track the object as a whole from 

frame to frame. In tracking step, the extracted information is adequate for most of the 

video surveillance applications. Our approach uses the object features such as center 

of mass, size and bounding box that are extracted to establish a matching between 

objects in frame to frame [19, 39]. The tracking algorithm detects the object occlusion 

and distinguishes object identities and tracking algorithm is able to detect abandoned 

and carried objects as well. The first step in object tracking algorithm is to match the 

objects in previous frame to new objects in the current frame [24]. We now explain 

the correspondence based object matching in detail. 

The matching of objects is stored in bi-partite graph G(l,m). In this graph, vertices 

show the objects (one vertex partition depicts the previous objects Oi’s, and the other 

partition depicts the new objects, Oj’s) and edges depict a match between the two 

objects. In G(l,m), l is the size of partition for previous objects, and m is the partition 

size for new objects. A sample matching graph is shown in figure 3.5 make use of the 

observation given in [16]. For each previous object Oi, iterate over a new object and 

first check whether a new object Oj in new objects list is close to Oi or not [38]. Two 

objects are close to each other, which have center of mass Ci and Cj if following 

condition specified in equation (3.17) is satisfied. 

Dist(Ci, Cj) < τ     (3.17) 

 

Figure 3.5: Sample object matching graph [16] 
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It is not necessary for every two objects that they a successful match if they are close 

to each other within a threshold. So in next step to improve correct matching, we 

check similarity of two objects. We take size ratio of the objects as the criterion for 

similarity comparison [21]. This check is used the fact that objects do not shrink or 

grow too much in the consecutive frames. The two objects could be alike if they 

satisfy the equation (3.18). 

nj
n* < o		pJ	 n*nj < o     (3.18) 

Where µ is a pre-defined threshold and Sj is size of object Oj. If above two steps are 

executed then it would occur to the condition where a previous object could match to 

more than one object. After second step further check that the object Oi has already a 

match or not [24]. Connect the corresponding vertices in bi-partite graph G(l,m) if 

object Oi does not have already a match and continue with next object Oj, but if Oi has 

already a match Ot, then additional steps are required to resolve the correspondence 

conflict. 

In order to resolve a matching conflict, the correspondences of objects Oj and Ot are 

compared to Oi. In other words, by comparing the correspondence of Oj and Oi with 

the correspondence of Ot and Oi, we try to find which one of Oj or Ot is the correct 

match with the object Oi. The correspondences of objects are compared by using 

distance between center of mass point of Oi and Oj or Ot . Let dsj be the distance 

between center of mass of Oi and Oj, and let dst be the distance between center of 

mass of Oi and Ot. The correspondence is concluded in favor of if dst < dsj, otherwise 

resolution is in favor of Oj [38]. Figure 3.6 shows the result of object tracking with 3 

persons in figure 3.6(a) and with 2 persons in figure 3.6(b). 

    

                                             (a)                                                      (b) 
Figure 3.6: Results of Tracking 
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3.3 Activity Detection 

Terms appearing throughout the literature, such as "activity", "behavior", "action", 

"scenario", "gesture", and "event" are used to describe the same concepts. These 

concepts have an ambiguous definition in literature. In this section the aim is to 

clarify these terms and propose a specific terminology which we will use to describe 

specific work. Activity detection could either be an application in sports, where the 

activity could be defined as a goal. It could also be an application in the surveillance 

area like abandoning or carrying of bag or accident detection through traffic 

surveillance video [1, 5]. It could be a general application like detection of fire. The 

abandoned or carried object detection process uses the output of the tracking model 

and features extraction as the input for each frame, and determines if they are 

abandoned or carried [36,20]. The output of tracking step contains the number of 

objects, their identities and features extraction step contains the parameters of 

bounding box. To tackle the abandoned or carried bag problem, the detection process 

has the following steps: 

Step 1: Identify the object bag item. 

Step 2: Identify the person. 

Step 3: Test for unusual activity detection. 

Step 1: To identify the bag, we use the result of the tracker bounding box (Xl) and the 

foreground segmentation Fs to form object blob by taking the intersection of area in 

each frame �q
i 	∩ 	Ys. The likelihoods defined in equation (3.19) and in equation (3.20) 

are such that small and stationary blob is more likely to be item of bag [5]. 

tu�Xi = 1|��:q
i ) ∝ x(Dqi ,  u, 5u)    (3.19) 

t�(Xi = 1|��:q
i ) ∝ exp	(−|}qi)    (3.20) 

Where tu is the size likelihood, t� is the velocity likelihood, Xi = 1 points that blob i 

is a bag, Dqi is the size of blob i at time l,  u is the mean bag blob size, 5u is the bag 

blob variance, }qi is the blob velocity and | is a hyper-parameter. The long living blob 

is more likely to be the abandoned bag or carried bag location, frame wise likelihoods 

are summed without normalizing by blob lifetime [37]. The overall likelihood in 
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equation (3.21) that a blob is a carried or abandoned bag item combines tu and t� 

[25]. 

t�Xi = 1|��:q
i ) ∝ ∑ x(Dqi ,  u, 5u)�#i:~ -�t	(−|}qi)  (3.21) 

The bag likelihood term t(Xi = 1|��:q
i ) gives preference to long lasting and small 

objects. The person is selected by thresholding the likelihood using equation (3.22) 

given in [25]. 

t ]Xi = 1���:q
i e > P9    (3.22) 

A shape template �i is constructed from the longest frame segment below a low 

threshold }�, to model what bag looks like when it is stationary [34]. Bag existence 

likelihood is determined for blob person by extracting image features from the binary 

image at stationary bag ℒq and performing an element wise multiplication using 

equation (3.23) [5, 25]. 

t(�q = 1 Xi⁄ ) ∝ ∑ ∑ �i�� (�, ^) × ℒq(�, ^)   (3.23) 

Where �q = 1 indicates that bag exists at time l, and c and d are pixel indices [5]. 

Step 2: Separate bounding boxes only result when the person goes away from the bag 

or person comes to take the bag, then one of the two cases can occur:  

(1) the original bounding box follows the person and a new box is formed to track the 

abandoned bag or carried bag location, or  

(2) the original bounding box stays with the abandoned bag or carried bag location, 

and a new bounding box is formed and follows the person [43].  

Thus, to identify the person, check the history of tracker when bag first appeared as 

determined by existence likelihood of bag. If that tracker goes away and dies while 

bag remains stationary, it must be one identifying the owner. If tracker remains with 

the bag, we begin search for nearby births of new trackers. The first nearby birth is 

deemed the person. If no nearby birth is found, then bag has no owner, and no need to 

go to further step [36]. 

Step 3: With the bag and the person detected, and having the knowledge of their 

location, the last job is straightforward: determining if the bag is abandoned or carried 
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[5]. If the distance between the location of the center of mass of the abandoned object 

or carried object and the person is greater than fixed value and increases continuously 

then unusual activity is detected. 

 

3.4 Summary 

In this chapter we have discussed how objects can be segmented from a video. Two 

methods Gaussian mixture models and temporal differencing have been seen in this 

regard. Temporal differencing fails to extract all the relevant pixels of the foreground 

objects especially when the object stops moving or has the uniform texture. The 

Gaussian mixture model method was dealt in detail [13]. Then the resultant 

foreground pixel map was subjected to post processing operations pixel-level post-

processing and connected component labeling. These operations resulted in the real 

final foreground pixel map, from which the features like center of mass, perimeter, 

and bounding box were extracted [20]. 

Then a tracking phase which successfully tracks the whole body object in consecutive 

frames is discussed. This approach makes use of features like center of mass, size and 

bounding box. We first associate the objects between previous frame and current 

frame using center of mass matching method, where we considered the distance 

between center of mass of objects. To handle the object occlusions, histogram based 

correspondence matching approach is incorporated in object association. In this 

approach, if objects entered into an occlusion the identity of objects could be 

recognized after a split. The tracking information obtained from the tracking module 

is then used for further processing by the unusual activity detection phase [24]. 

In the activity detection phase, we use Bayesian inference as the activity modeling. 

The abandoned or carried object detection process uses the output of the tracking 

model and foreground segmentation as the input for each frame, and determines if 

object is abandoned or carried. The output of tracking step contains the number of 

objects, their identities and parameters of bounding box are calculated in features 

extraction step. Separate bounding boxes only result when the person goes away from 

the bag or person comes to take the object. With the bag and the person identified, and 
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knowledge of their location in a given frame, then we determine that the bag is 

abandoned or carried [5]. 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Results and Evaluation 

The application is implemented in C++ using OpenCV library [43] in Linux 

environment. OpenCV is an open source (see http://opensource.org) computer vision 

library available from http://SourceForge.net/projects/opencvlibrary. The library is 

written in C and C++ and runs under Linux, Windows and Mac OS X. 

The architecture of the application is made flexible in order to load different types of 

video clips. All of the tests in the next sections are performed on Ubuntu 8.10 Linux 

operating system on a computer with an Intel Pentium IV 3.06GHz CPU and 1 GB of 

RAM. 

If a static object introduced or moving object stops into the scene then it will be 

merged into the background. But we don’t want it to be merged into the background 

because this would cause to lose the object. So a time control method is required for 

this application so that foreground doesn’t merge. We can see that the reason for 

merging the object is due to updating mechanism of GMM. The merging time of 

objects can be controlled through the updating algorithm. An existing time control 

factor is added for every single Gaussian Model [13]. If we create five single 

Gaussians for one pixel and a moving object is stopped into the scene, then the last 

Gaussian will be replaced with new Gaussian model, because none of five will be 

matched. Then existing time control factor of this model set to ℸ = 0. Because the 

object is still in the scene so next time this model will be matched again and 

background models are not updated. This time set ℸ = ℸ + 1, and check if ℸ ≤ P, then 

don’t perform the update operation unless ℸ > P. Where ℸ is measured in number of 

frames and P is user defined threshold [27]. 

Our activity detection results are more robust and reliable in case of occlusion and 

shadow elimination. If the distance between center of mass of abandoned object or 

carried object location and the person is greater than the fixed value and increases 

continuously then unusual activity is detected. 
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4.1 Comparison of Background Subtraction Results 

4.1.1 Results of GMM given in OpenCV: 

In figure 4.1(a) a person is walking with bag and its background subtraction result is 

shown in figure 4.1(b). In figure 4.1(c) Person abandons the bag and goes away from 

the bag and in figure 4.1(d) only person is detected and stationary bag is not detected. 

 

Figure 4.1: Results of GMM given in OpenCV 

4.1.2 Results of Background Subtraction and Tracking: 

In figure 4.2(a) a person is walking with bag and its background subtraction result is 

shown in figure 4.2(b). In figure 4.2(c) Person abandoned the bag and goes away from 

the bag and in figure 4.2(d) both person and bag are detected. 
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Figure 4.2: Our results of background subtraction and tracking 

 

4.2 Activity Recognition Results 

The proposed method is about 1.5 times faster than original Gaussian mixture model 

and our activity detection result are more robust and reliable in case of occlusion and 

shadow elimination. If the distance between center of mass of abandoned object or 

carried object location and the person is greater than fixed value and increases 

continuously and position of abandoned object does not change than unusual activity 

is detected. 

4.2.1 Results of Abandoned Bag Detection: 

Video-1 Results: 

In figure 4.3(a) a person is walking and its corresponding background subtraction 

result is shown in figure 4.3(d). In figure 4.3(b) person abandoned the bag and its 

corresponding background subtraction result is shown in figure 4.3(e). In figure 4.3(c) 

person goes away from the abandoned bag, so unusual activity is detected and its 
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background subtraction result (person and bag both are detected) is shown in figure 

4.3(f). 

 

Figure 4.3: Video 1 results of abandoned bag detection 

Video-2 Results: 

In figure 4.4(a) a person is walking and its corresponding background subtraction 

result is shown in figure 4.4(d). In figure 4.4(b) person abandoned the bag and its 

corresponding background subtraction result is shown in figure 4.4(e). In figure 4.4(c) 

person goes away from the abandoned bag, so unusual activity is detected and its 

background subtraction result (person and bag both are detected) is shown in figure 

4.4(f). 
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Figure 4.4: Video 2 results of abandoned bag detection 

Video-3 Results: 

In figure 4.5(a) a person is walking and its corresponding background subtraction 

result is shown in figure 4.5(d). In figure 4.5(b) person abandons the bag and its 

corresponding background subtraction result is shown in figure 4.5(e). In figure 4.5(c) 

person goes away from the abandoned bag, so unusual activity is detected and its 

background subtraction result (person and bag both are detected) is shown in figure 

4.5(f). 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Video 3 results of abandoned bag detection 
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4.2.2: Results of Carried object detection: 

Video-4 Results: 

In figure 4.6(a) a person is walking and its corresponding background subtraction 

result is shown in figure 4.6(d). ). In Figure 4.6(a), bag is the part of background so it 

does not detect in figure 4.6(d) as a foreground object. In figure 4.6(b) person carried 

the bag and its corresponding background subtraction result is shown in figure 4.6(e). 

In figure 4.6(c) person goes away from the bag location, so unusual activity is 

detected and its background subtraction result (person with bag and bag location both 

are detected) is shown in figure 4.6(f). In figure 4.6(f), bag location is detected as 

foreground object which shows that bag has been removed from its initial location. 

 

Figure 4.6: Video 4 results of carried bag detection 

Video-5 Results: 

In figure 4.7(a) a person is walking and its corresponding background subtraction 

result is shown in figure 4.7(d). In Figure 4.7(a), bag is the part of background so it 

does not detect in figure 4.7(d) as a foreground object. In figure 4.7(b) person is near 

to bag and its corresponding background subtraction result is shown in figure 4.7(e). 

In figure 4.7(c) person carried the bag and goes away from the bag location, so 

unusual activity is detected and its background subtraction result (person with bag and 

bag location both are detected) is shown in figure 4.7(f). In figure 4.7(f), bag location 

is detected as foreground object which shows that bag has been removed from its 

initial location. 
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Figure 4.7: Video 5 results of carried bag detection 

Video-6 Results: 

In figure 4.8(a) a person is walking and its corresponding background subtraction 

result is shown in figure 4.8(d). In Figure 4.8(a), bag is the part of background so it 

does not detect in figure 4.8(d) as a foreground object. In figure 4.8(b) person is near 

to bag and its corresponding background subtraction result is shown in figure 4.8(e). 

In figure 4.8(c) person carried the bag and goes away from the bag location, so 

unusual activity is detected and its background subtraction result (person with bag and 

bag location both are detected) is shown in figure 4.8(f). In figure 4.8(f), bag location 

is detected as foreground object which shows that bag has been removed from its 

initial location. 

 

Figure 4.8: Video 6 results of carried bag detection 
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Table-4.1 explicitly demonstrates the advantage of proposed method over surveillance 

system using GMM given in OpenCV for activity detection. 

Table-4.1. Comparison of Proposed Method with GMM 

Video Duration 
of Video 
(sec) 

No. of 
Frames in 
Video 

Time for proposed 
method using 
Improved GMM 
(sec) 

Time for system 
using GMM in 
OpenCV (sec) 

Video 1 13 320 31 35 

Video 2 14 348 35 40 

Video 3 10 252 20 24 

Video 4 10 250 19 24 

Video 5 10 249 19 24 

Video 6 12 248 26 30 

The proposed method has been tested on a number of videos in different situation. 

This choice of different contexts was made to emphasize the reliability and robustness 

of the propose method In order to have a quantitative estimation of error, we 

characterized the detection rate (DR) and the false alarm rate (FAR) [26]. 

�G = P�T�� �P�T�� + Yx
���⁄      (4.1) 

Y�G = Y�T�� �P� + Y�T���⁄      (4.2) 

Where P�T�� (true positives) are the actual detected foreground regions; Y�T�� (false 

positives) are the detected regions that do not correspond to actual foreground region; 

and Yx
�� (false negatives) are moving objects that do not detected. 

In Table 4.2, the results are obtained on the different image sequences are shown 

compared with two traditional methods. The DR parameter is always over 93%, and 

the FAR parameter is under 3.6%, which demonstrating that the proposed method is 

reliable, and robust in the different environmental context. 

Table: 4.2 Rates to Measure the Confidence for Sequence 

Algorithm DR% FAR% 

Temporal Differencing 41.35 65.85 

Gaussian Mixture Method 65.27 45.72 

Proposed Method 95.78 3.74 
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For the proposed method, a sample of size 100 was used to represent the background; 

the update is performed using the detected results directly as the update decision. For 

the proposed method, the maximum number of distributions allowed at each pixel was 

10. 

In figure 4.9, the graph shows that the proposed method is more robust than 

traditional GMM and Temporal Differencing method. As the background complexity 

increases, false negative increases in traditional GMM and temporal differencing. The 

detection of regions that are not actual foreground objects also increases in both 

existing methods than the proposed method. 

 

Figure 4.9: False negative with detected foreground against background 

Some reasons are given below for detecting Y�T�� and Yx
�� in video sequence. 

• Bag with little or no protrusion  

• Protruding parts of clothing  

• Due some camera noise  

• Carried/abandoned object not segmented from background  

• Swinging small objects 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion and Future Work 

5.1 Conclusion 

In this thesis, we presented a set of methods for a video surveillance system. We 

implemented different object detection algorithms and compared them by results. The 

adaptive GMM background subtraction technique gives most promising results in 

terms of quality of object detection and computational complexity. 

The proposed object tracking algorithm successfully tracks the whole body objects in 

consecutive frames. In sample applications, our tests show that correspondence based 

matching approach yields promising results and no complicated techniques are 

required for tracking of whole body of objects. In handling simple object occlusions, 

histogram based matching approach distinguishes the objects identities entered into an 

occlusion after a split. But in crowded scenes such approach is not feasible to handle 

the object occlusions, thus a pixel based approach, like optical flow is a requisite to 

identify accurate object segments [22]. 

Our system is designed for unusual activity detection task for one person in the offline 

videos and the two unusual activities are abandoned or carried bag detection. The 

implementation of this approach runs at 10-12 frames per second on Pentium IV 3.06 

GHz for 320 × 240 color video frames. The application is implemented in C++ using 

OpenCV library in Linux environment with a single camera view. The methods we 

presented for video surveillance system show promising results for abandoned object 

and carried object detection. 
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5.2 Future Work 

We present a surveillance system that works on offline videos so it is required to 

convert it into real time. No background subtraction algorithm is perfect for true 

object detection, so our method needs improvements in handling partially object 

occlusions, sudden illumination changes, and darker shadows. To enhance object 

detection results and eliminate inaccurate object segmentation, higher level semantic 

analysis extraction steps would be used. Other possible avenues for future work 

include using multiple cameras views that can reduce the object occlusion problem 

and investigating methods for maintaining object identities in the tracker better [12]. 

Usually real world scenarios are more complicated than the scenarios we presented 

here, in terms of number of persons involved in the activities and variation in 

execution style. So more sophisticated algorithms are needed to consider to handle 

such complexities. This system can be used as an initial base system for advanced 

research in the field of video surveillance system. 
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